Quantitative market timing strategies are not consistently profitable when applied to 15 major commodity futures series. We conduct the most comprehensive study of quantitative trading rules in this market setting to date. We consider over 7,000 rules, apply them to 15 major commodity futures contracts, employ two alternative bootstrapping methodologies, account for data snooping bias, and consider different time periods. While we cannot rule out the possibility that technical trading rules compliment some other trading strategy, we do conclusively show that they are not profitable when used in isolation, despite their wide following. 
Introduction
We consider whether quantitative trading rules can be profitably applied to commodity futures trading. While this question has been considered in the past, we aim to provide the most comprehensive examination to date. We study a larger universe of technical trading rules, focus on more recent data and address the issue of data snooping bias using robust statistical techniques.
Commodity futures have been traded for long time. However, it is only recently that researchers have begun discussing the merits of including them in conventional portfolios. Gorton and Rouwnhorst (2006) show that commodity futures are very effective at providing diversification for both stock and bond portfolios. Vrugt, Bauer, Molenaar, and Steenkamp (2004) suggest this diversification can be achieved while losing no or less than proportional return. There are several possible explanations for these strong diversification benefits. Gorton and Rouwnhorst (2006) propose one explanation is the strong performance of commodities in periods of unexpected inflation compared to the weak performance of stocks and bonds in these periods, while Hiller, Draper, and Faff (2006) suggest precious metal commodities may be seen as safe destinations for funds during periods of stock high market volatility. Erb and Harvey (2006) suggest out that out-performance is not assured by just adding commodity futures to a portfolio, which implies that consideration needs to be given to the value that can be added by active management. It is therefore interesting that recent studies have shown that commodity futures can be successfully traded with a variety of strategies. Basu, Oomen, and Stremme (2006) show that the Commitment of Traders Report published by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), which summaries the positions taken by different participants in the market, contains information that can be exploited by an active manager. Vrugt, Bauer, Molenaar, and Steenkamp (2004) show variables related to the business cycle, monetary policy, and market sentiment can all be used to generate profitable trading signals for commodity futures. Miffre and Rallis (2007) show that Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) momentum strategies generate returns of over 9% a year when applied to commodity futures, while Wang and Yu (2004) find that short-term contrarian strategies, similar to those of Lehmann (1990) and Lo and MacKinlay (1990) , produce abnormal returns on commodity futures.
Futures markets are more attractive for pursing active trading strategies than stock markets for several reasons. Any active trading strategy incurs higher transaction costs than a buyand-hold approach. Indeed, it is transactions costs that often make the difference between a trading strategy being economically significant or not. For instance, Bessembinder and Chan (1998) show that the profits attributed to technical trading rules applied to the Dow Jones Industrial Average documented by Brock, Lakonishok and LeBaron (1992) are not higher than reasonable estimates of the transaction costs incurred in implementing them.
Transaction costs (spreads plus commissions) are a lot lower in futures markets than stock markets. Locke and Venkatesh (1997) estimate futures markets transaction costs to be in the 0.0004% to 0.033% range, while Lesmond, Ogden, and Trzcinka (1999) estimate that equity market transaction costs range from 1.2% for large decile U.S. firms to 10.3% for their small decile counterparts.
The ability to short-sell is a key component of most active trading strategies. Lesmond, Schill, and Zhou (2004) show that the profits to equity market momentum trading strategies are predominately earned from short-sales of small illiquid stocks which is difficult, if not impossible, in reality. In contrast, short-selling is easily done in futures markets.
The first paper to consider technical trading rules on commodity futures data appears to be Donchian (1960) who considered Channel Trading Rules on Copper futures data. Since this paper, several authors have documented profitability that exceeds reasonable estimates of transaction costs. Irwin, Zulauf, Gerlow, and Tinker (1997) Surveys of market participants and journalists (e.g., Lui and Mole, 1998; Oberlechner, 2001) continue to find that these individuals place a lot of emphasis on technical analysis for shorter forecasting horizons We extend this literature by considering 7,846 trading rule specifications from five rule families (Filter Rules, Moving Average Rules, Support and Resistance Rules, Channel Breakouts, and On Balance Volume Rules). We apply these rules to the 15 commodities considered by Wang and Yu (2004) . The commodity series include Cocoa, Coffee, Cotton, Crude Oil, Feeder Cattle, Gold, Heating Oil, Live Cattle, Oats, Platinum, Silver, Soyabeans, Soya Oil, Sugar, and Wheat. Our data covers the 1/1/1984 -31/12/2005 period. We study the entire series and two equal sub-periods. We focus on this later period separately because Olson (2004) shows that the profits to technical analysis in the currency market have been eroded over time.
Unlike the previous commodity futures technical analysis literature, we utilise a variety of tests to examine the statistically significance of the trading rules profits. We use the Brock, Lakonishok and LeBaron (1992) (hereafter BLL) approach which involves fitting null models to the data, generating random bootstrapped series and comparing the profits generated from running the rules on the original commodity series to the profits generated the random series. We also use the bootstrapping technique (Sullivan, Timmerman, and White (1999) , hereafter STW) which adjusts for data snooping bias.
We find that the best trading rule for each commodity series typically produces profits that are statistically significant at the 5% level. However, the trading rules we consider do not generate profits on 14 of the 15 commodity series after an adjustment is made for data snooping bias. This underscores the importance of conducting a robust adjustment for data snooping bias. A short-term Moving Average rule generates statistically significant profits (after data snooping bias adjustment) for the Oats series and this profitability appears to be in excess of reasonable estimates of transactions costs, however it is not robust to our subperiod analysis. Rather, the profitability disappears in the most recent sub-period. While we cannot rule out the possibility that technical trading rules can compliment some other trading strategy, we do conclusively show that they are not profitable when used in isolation, despite their wide following.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a description of the technical trading rules we test. Our data and bootstrapping methodologies are described in Section 3. We present and discuss our results in Section 4, while Section 5 concludes the paper.
Technical Trading Rules Tested
We consider the profitability of the 7,846 technical trading rules adopted by STW (1999) on the U.S. equity market. The rules come from five rule families: Filter Rules, Moving Average Rules, Support and Resistance Rules, Channel Break-outs, and On-balance Volume Rules. The interested reader should refer to the appendix of STW (1999) for a full description of each rule applied.
The simplest Filter Rules we consider involve buying (short-selling) after price increases (decreases) by x% and selling (buying) when price decreases (increases) by x% from a subsequent high (low). Following STW (1999), we consider two alternative definitions of subsequent highs and lows. The first is the highest (lowest) closing price achieved while holding a particular long (short) position. The second definition involves a most recent closing price that is less (greater) than the e previous closing prices. Rules that allow a neutral position are also considered. Under these rules a long (short) position is closed when price decreases (increases) y percent from the previous high (low). The final variation we consider involves holding a position for a prespecified number of periods, c, regardless of other signals generated during this time.
Moving Average rules are mechanical trading rules that attempt to capture trends. These generate a buy (sell) signal when the price moves above (below) the longer moving average. Variations of Moving Average rules we consider include those that generate a buy (sell) signal when a short moving average (e.g., 10 days) moves above (below) a longer moving average (e.g., 200 days). In accordance with STW (1999), we also consider the impact of applying two filters. The first filter requires the shorter moving average to exceed the longer moving average by a fixed multiplicative amount, b. The second requires a buy or sell signal to remain valid for a prespecified number of periods, d, before the signal is acted upon. We also consider holding a position for a prespecified number of periods, c.
Support and Resistance or "Trading Range Break" rules are the third rule family we consider. These rules aim to profit from the technical analysis principle that trends typically begin when price breaks out of a fixed trading band. Support and Resistance rules involve buying (short-selling) when the closing price rises above (falls below) the maximum (minimum) price over the previous n periods. The most recent closing price that is greater (less than) the e previous closing price can also be set as the extreme price level that triggers a buy or a sell. Positions can be held for prespecified number of periods, c, and we also impose a fixed percentage band filter, b, and a time delay filter, d.
Our fourth family of rules are Channel Breakouts. We follow STW (1999) in that the Channel Breakout rules we test involve buying (selling) when the closing price moves above (below) the channel. A channel is said to occur when the high over the previous n periods is within x percent of the low over the previous n periods. Positions are held for a fixed number of periods, c. We also investigate a sub-set of Channel Breakout rules which involve, a fixed band, b, being applied to the channel as a filter.
Our last rule family is On-Balance Volume (OBV) Averages. The OBV indicator is computed by keeping a running total of the indicator each period and adding (subtracting) the entire amount of daily volume when the closing price increases (decreases). In accordance with STW (1999), we apply a moving average of n periods to the OBV indicator and apply trading rules similar to the Moving Average rules, except the variable of interest is OBV rather than price. The interested reader should refer to the STW (1999) paper for a more in-depth description of the trading rules we apply.
Data and Methodology

Data
We analyze daily data on settlement prices and trading volume for the fifteen commodities considered by Wang and Yu (2004) . Consistent with past research (e.g. Bessembinder, 1992; Miffre and Rallis, 2007) we measure daily returns as the log of the difference in price relatives, although it is important to note this is a conservative estimate of the gains made by someone applying our technical trading strategy. Miffre and Rallis (2007) highlight that aside from the initial margins, no cash payment is made when the position is opened. Initial margin is deposited but this is returned to the trader when an investment is closed. Had futures returns been measured relative to the margins, the trading rule profits we document would be larger. In this regard, our definition of return is conservative (see Miffre and Rallis, 2007 , for more detail on this point).
We present the summary statistics for each commodity series in Table 1 . We examine the distribution characteristics using the following statistics: mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and the autocorrelation characteristics using the Ljung-Box-Pierce (Qstats) test at lags of 6, 12 and 24 days, along with the estimated autocorrelation at lags of 1 to 4 days. Nine of the 15 commodity series have positive mean daily returns, with
Platinum has the largest mean daily return while Cocoa has the smallest. Sugar, Heating
Oil, and Coffee are the most volatile series. Statistically significant (at the 1% level)
skewness is prevalent in each commodity series. However, there is an almost even split between positive (7 commodities) and negative skewness (8 commodites). Statistically significant (at the 1% level) kurtosis is present in returns in all commodity series, which indicates the presence of fat tails in each of the return distributions.
Turning to the time series properties of the samples, we observe that there is evidence of positive (negative) autocorrelation at one lag in four (two) of the series. Negative autocorrelation at two lags, three lags, and four lags is prevalent in six, two, and one of the series respectively. However, the Ljung-Box test indicates that positive autocorrelation is more prevalent at long lags.
[Insert Table 1 About Here]
Methodology
Tests of the profitability of technical trading rules in commodity futures markets (e.g., Stevenson and Bear, 1970) usually rely on the assumption that returns are stationary, independent, and normally distributed. However, Lukac and Brorsen (1990) find that technical trading returns on commodities are positively skewed and leptokurtic so these tests may not be valid. We apply two more appropriate test procedures. The first is the BLL (1992) bootstrapping methodology, while the second is the Reality Check bootstrapping technique of STW (1999) that accounts for data-snooping bias. We describe each of these tests in more detail below.
We begin by applying the bootstrap methodology that BLL (1992) adopted. We fit a null model to that data and generate the parameters of this model. We then randomly resample the residuals 500 times. We use each series of resampled residuals and the model parameters to generate random price series which have the same times-series properties as the original series. Earlier work (e.g. BLL, 1992) shows that bootstrap results are invariant to the choice of null model so we follow the established precedent in the literature (e.g. Kwon and Kish, 2002) and focus on the GARCH-M null model. The GARCH-M model we apply is presented in equations 1 to 3 (see BLL, 1992 for a detailed description of this model):
The BLL (1992) bootstrap methodology involves comparing the conditional buy and sell returns generated by a trading rule on the original commodity series with the conditional buy or sell returns generated from the same trading rule on a random simulated series. We follow BLL (1992) and define the buy (sell) return as the mean return per period for all the periods where the rule is long (short). The difference between the two means is the buy-sell return. The proportion of times the buy-sell profit for the rule is greater on the 500 random series than the original series is the buy-sell p-value. If, for a given rule, 24 of the 500 random series have a buy-sell profit greater than that on the original series the p-value will be 0.048.
Our second test of profitability is the so-called While Reality Check bootstrap, introduced by White (2000) . This bootstrap-based test evaluates whether the profitability of the best trading rule is statistically significant after adjusting for data-snooping bias which is introduced by selecting the rule from a wide universe of rules. When there is a large universe of rules some will be profitable due to randomness so explicitly adjusting for data-snooping is critical. The White Reality Check accounts for this by adjusting down the statistical significance of profitable trading rules if they are drawn from a large universe of unprofitable rules. This is in contrast to the BLL (1992) approach where each rule is evaluated in isolation.
Specifically, we follow STW (1999), and let ) ,..., 1 (
be the period t return from the k-th trading rule (out of a universe of M rules), relative to the benchmark (which is the commodity return at time t). The performance statistic of interest is the mean period relative return from the k-th rule,
where T is the number of periods in the sample.
Like STW (1999), our null hypothesis is that the performance of the best trading rule, drawn from the universe of M rules, is no better than the benchmark performance, i.e., 0 max : (1999) then use the stationary bootstrap of Politis and Romano (1994) 
The test two statistics employed in the test are:
V is compared to the quantiles of the
we compare the maximum mean relative return from the M rules run on the original series, with the maximum mean across the M rules from each of the 500 bootstraps. In this way, the test evaluates the performance of the best rule with reference to the performance of the whole universe. In the context of our analysis, the White Reality Check bootstrap test allows us to compute a data-snooping adjusted p-value for the best rule in each of the file rule families, in relation to the universe of 7,846 rules from which they are drawn.
Results
Our results provide strong evidence that the large universe of technical trading rules we consider are not profitable when applied to 14 of the 15 commodity futures contracts we examine. There is evidence that certain rules generate profits, but the statistical significance of these profits disappears once data snooping bias is accounted for. We find the best Moving Average trading rule generates profits on the Oats series that are statistically significant after data snooping bias has been accounted for. These profits are in excess of reasonable estimates of transactions costs. However, this profitability is not evident in data for the 1995 -2005 sub-period. Overall, we conclude that while we cannot rule out the possibility that technical trading rules add value by complimenting some other commodity trading strategy we can conclude that they do not consistently add value in their own right. We consider the robustness of these results by breaking each data series in half. Table 3 contains bootstrap results for the 1984 -1994 period (except for silver which is 1998 -1996) . Given this consistency between the BLL (1992) and STW (1999) Similarly, the average daily return is higher for the best rules on 10 of the 15 series in the early period.
Despite the evidence of more profitability to trading rules in the earlier period, the overall conclusions about their profitability made earlier still stand. There is strong evidence that the best performing trading rule generates statistically significant profits in the majority of series before data snooping is accounted for, but this profitability disappears in all but the Oats series once data snooping bias is adjusted for. The Moving Average rule involving price and a two-day moving average of price is again the most profitable rule on the Oats series. The proportion of all trades that turn out to be winning trades is similar (41%) to the entire series, while the average return per trade is slightly higher (0.473%).
[Insert Table 3 About Here]
Results for the second sub-period (1995 -2005 , except for silver which is 1989 -2005) are presented in Table 4 . Consistent with the entire period and first sub-period results, there is no evidence that the best performing trading rule produces profits that are statistically significant once data snooping bias is adjusted for the majority of commodity series. This also applies to Oats, which was previously able to be traded profitably using a short-term Moving Average rule. The fact that the best performing rule on the Oats series in this period is a Filter Rule and even this is not profitable after data snooping adjustment indicates that profitability of the Moving Average rule is not robust to different subperiods.
Similar to Gold in the entire period, the best performing rule on Heating Oil in the second sub-period generates profits in excess of 30% per trade. Despite the large size of these profits, they are not statistically significant before or after data snooping adjustment due to the small number of trades generated (7) and the corresponding low average return per day.
A comparison of the average return per trade figures for the first and second sub-periods indicates there is some evidence of a decline in profitability over time. Nine of the 15 commodity series have a best rule which yield lower profits in the second period.
[Insert Table 4 About Here]
We complete our analysis by considering whether there are major differences between the profits generated by the long and short signals generated by the best trading rule for the entire period. 4 It is possible that a rule generates particularly profitable long (short) signals but the lack of profitability in short (long) signals offsets this profitability. If this is the case then an investor may choose to act on the long (short) signals but ignore the short (long) signals.
The results presented in Table 5 indicate there is some evidence that the average daily return is higher for long trades than short trades. This is evident in 11 of the 15 commodity series. This is unsurprising as while commodity futures, as measured by the Reuters-CRB index, experienced considerable volatility over the 1984 -2005 period we study, they did increase 27%. This indicates that, on average, there was more upward than downward movement. Although there is evidence of superior performance for long trades, the difference between the profits generated by long and short trades is generally small. The differences in average daily return per day are all 0.03% or less, which suggests an investor applying these technical trading rules is unlikely to be able to consistently add meaningful incremental profit by following the long signals of a rule and ignoring the short signals.
[Insert Table 5 About Here]
In summary, our results demonstrate that technical trading rules cannot be used to profitably trade the 15 commodity series we consider. While there is evidence of the best performing rule on the oats series generating profits that are statistically significant after data snooping adjustment and economically significant over the entire 1984 -2005 period, this rule is not profitable in the more recent 1995 -2005 sub-period. The majority of commodity series have a trading rule that generates profitable trades but the statistical significance of this profitability disappears once data snooping bias is accounted for.
Conclusions
We re-consider whether quantitative trading rules can be profitably applied to commodity futures trading. Compared to previous work, we study a larger universe of technical trading rules, focus on more recent data and address the issue of data snooping bias using robust statistical techniques. Commodity futures have been trading for long time, but it is only recently that debate has begun about the merits of including commodity futures in mainstream portfolios. Recent work has shown commodities can be very effective at providing diversification for both stock and bond portfolios, which may be due to their strong performance in periods of unexpected inflation or due to safe haven qualities of precious metal commodities.
Futures markets have several features that make them a more attractive market for active trading strategies than stock markets. In particular, transaction costs are lower and it is easier to short-sell. It is therefore interesting that recent studies have shown that commodity futures can be successfully traded with a variety of strategies, including using information on market positions from the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, medium-term momentum strategies and short-term contrarian strategies.
We extend this literature by considering 7,846 trading rule specifications from five rule families (Filter Rules, Moving Average Rules, Support and Resistance Rules, Channel
Breakouts, and On Balance Volume Rules). We apply these rules to the 15 major commodity series over the 1/1/1984 -31/12/2005 period. We study the entire series and two equal sub-periods. Unlike the previous commodity futures technical analysis literature, we apply a suite of tests to test the statistically significance of the trading rules profits. These are the Brock, Lakonishok and LeBaron (1992) approach of fitting null models to the data, generating random series and comparing the results from running the rules on the original series to those from running on the randomly generated bootstrapped series, and bootstrapping technique of Sullivan, Timmerman, and White (1999) which adjusts for data snooping bias.
We find that the best trading rule for each commodity series typically produces profits that are statistically significant at the 5% level. However, the trading rules we consider do not generate profits on 14 of the 15 commodity series after an adjustment is made for data snooping bias. This underscores the importance of conducting a robust adjustment for data snooping bias. A short-term moving average rule generates statistically significant profits (after data snooping bias adjustment) for the Oats series. This profitability appears to be in excess of reasonable estimates of transactions costs, however it is not robust to our subperiod analysis. Rather, the profitability disappears in the most recent sub-period. While we cannot rule out the possibility that technical trading rules can compliment some other trading strategy, we do conclusively show that they are not profitable when used in isolation, despite their wide following. Table 2 contains bootstrap results for the entire 1984 -2005 period (with the exception of Silver which starts in 1988). The p-value count columns document the number of rules that are statistically significant out of the total universe of 7,846 rules. For rule to be statistically significant at the 1% (5%) level, there would have to be 5 (25) or fewer instances of the rule generating more profit on bootstrapped series than the original series. The remaining columns contain results relating to the Sullivan, Timmerman, and White (1999) (STW) bootstrap technique. The nominal p-value is the Reality Check p-value for the best rule, unadjusted for data-snooping. The STW (1999) p-value is the data-snooping adjusted p-value, after accounting for the fact the rule is drawn from a wider universe of 7,846 rules. The remaining columns contain results relating to the best trading rule for each commodity series. Sullivan, Timmerman, and White (1999) (STW) bootstrap technique. The nominal p-value is the Reality Check p-value for the best rule, unadjusted for data-snooping. The STW (1999) p-value is the data-snooping adjusted p-value, after accounting for the fact the rule is drawn from a wider universe of 7,846 rules. The remaining columns contain results relating to the best trading rule for each commodity series. 
